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W E B AG E N T 2 . 0
The second generation of the successful
samwin Web Agent is available with the
samwin 10 version. This version comes as a
new development of the previous 1.0 version
(in samwin 8) with even more options, higher
efficiency, and scalability.

The future of software design
The new Web Agent 2.0 isn't just a user interface – it is the central platform
for numerous features, and thus sets the standard and forms the basis for
future developments. The mobile client represents a completely new use

HIGHLIGHTS

case, which relies entirely on the architecture and platform of Web Agent 2.0.

High scalability

Operating the solution from the cloud and using it without a VPN were also

Operation without a VPN

crucial requirements, which are covered by the current generation.
In terms of design and user-friendliness, the current version also essentially
relies on the proven elements and interactions of the previous samwin

Future-oriented design
Lots of new bricks

8 version. This makes switching to version 10.0 quite straightforward,
especially for users.
The future-oriented software design also guarantees innovative new
features and application options for the next versions and for years to come.

Incomparably versatile in use
This opens up completely new avenues for the samwin
user. Greater flexibility and increased scalability facilitate
handling the solution in conjunction with high user
acceptance. Proven features were taken from Web Agent
1.0 and further improved in version 2.0. The advantages of
the solution are evident in operating without VPN access,
especially highlighting the strengths in decentralised and
cloud use.
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W E B AG E N T 2 . 0
Mobile Client
samwin 10 provides a mobile client for Android and iOS
based on the new Web Agent 2.0 platform. The mobile app
has an impressively ergonomic interface and is the perfect
complement for mobile working.
In version 10.0, the app is primarily used to control and use
additional features. The actual language is transmitted via
the GSM network. Since the GSM network has proven to be
extremely stable and reliable, the voice path is placed on it and
the application is less susceptible to interference. That means
the data network is only necessary for logging in and out, and
for additional features such as agent lists or status information.
This ensures that the agent can also be used without a data
network.
The overall functionality of the mobile client will be expanded

Mobile Client

bit by bit in the next samwin versions. The client uses the
enormous functionality of the Web Agent 2.0 platform.

Email Setup
Allocating and processing incoming emails has also already been

Supervisor

transferred to the new Web Agent 2.0 and the complete scope of

The supervisor features already received a lot of

services has been extended. This means the user has no functional

attention in Web Agent 1.0. Existing and proven

restrictions when updating to the current version of samwin.

features such as ListenIn and Performance

samwin combines communication across several channels in a

Monitoring have been supplemented with

central and ergonomic interface. Users benefit from the flexible

additional features in Web Agent Platform 2.0,

interface and can adapt it individually to their requirements

with an emphasis on efficient operation. Real-

thanks to the brick-based design.

time information is available even faster and
professionally processed with the new samwin
Analysis Service, forming the basis for informative
analyses.
Implementation of findings requires active
intervention in the distribution and allocation
of agents, which is also easy to do with the new
supervisors in samiwn 10.
All relevant information regarding the call load
and agents are clearly displayed, allowing arriving
at efficient conclusions within a few clicks. A quick
and competent response to new developments
ensures service and customer orientation, along
with optimal use of valuable employees.
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R E P O R T I N G & M O N I TO R I N G
With sAS, the samwin Analysis Service, a
forward-looking reporting era is dawning in the
upcoming samwin 10 release. Both historical
and real-time reporting have been completely
revised and redeveloped from scratch, with a
constant focus on performance and clarity.

Increased performance with the sAS
Another major change in samwin 10 is the newly developed reporting feature
– the samwin Analysis Service (aAS). A new database structure and the new
reporting service guarantee high-performance data entry and evaluation,

HIGHLIGHTS

even in systems with extremely high loads and requirements. In addition to

High performance

more efficient memory management, the runtimes for complex evaluations

Efficient evaluations

have been massively reduced. In addition to the familiar reporting services,
which include numerous predefined evaluations, external BI tools can also
be connected.

Grafana interface
Real-time data

In this context, samwin offers the Grafana tool. In addition to historical
evaluations, Grafana also allows access to real-time information, which can
be shown in a separate display.

Optional Grafana integration
Grafana is an application for graphic representation
of samwin reporting data. The data is mapped as webbased in individual containers and can be adapted
entirely according to the user's requirements. In
addition to historical reporting data (sAS), Grafana can
comprehensively map real-time data. The tool meets the
latest requirements for safety, ergonomics, and design.
In samwin Web Agent 2.0, a separate Grafana brick is
provided with which reports, values, or diagrams can
be integrated into the agent/supervisor interface. For
example, it allows an agent to gain insight into its own
performance.
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M I C RO S O F T T E A M S I N T E G R AT I O N
The samwin 10 version supports the Microsoft
Teams platform even more comprehensively and is
characterised by an exceptional scope of services.
In addition to Presence integration, which is
already included in samwin 8, the updated
integration in the Microsoft Teams environment
offers a very special added value, thus expanding
the application options of the samwin contact
centre solution.

Independent and fully integrated

HIGHLIGHTS

There are two ways to integrate samwin into Microsoft Teams.
On the one hand, the language is realised via the familiar path
of the SBC connection and, on the other hand, the signalling

Full integration/minimised dependency

along with the provision of control and interaction features are

Function brick in the samwin app

carried out via the team's own interfaces. The main advantage

Numerous additional CC features
Web Agent extension

of this separation is independence of the system.
As soon as a Teams user logs into a client, that means also being
logged into samwin for distribution, if that is provided. The call
is then delivered via the original path of the SIP connection via
SBC. The call is delivered directly to the user like an external call.
Already during the "delivery" of the conversation, previously
defined additional information is provided to the user via a
chat-bot. If further information is required or the user needs
to interact with the contact centre, either to switch to postprocessing or to access an internal directory, they can manually
use the samwin App in the Microsoft Teams Client. Thanks to
the Web Agent platform, this app provides the same bricks as
the regular samwin Web Agent.
The advantage of this separation is obvious, in that the
dependencies and limitations of the Microsoft Teams
environment practically become a non-issue. This enormous
flexibility results in an extremely high level of efficiency,
generating new application options for operating samwin in
conjunction with Microsoft Teams.
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M I C RO S O F T T E A M S I N T E G R AT I O N
samwin Web Agent – The luxury backup
The modern integration of samwin into the Microsoft
Teams environment is particularly characterised by
its high level of independence and by the capacity
to scale it even further. Since the samwin Teams
Agent accesses the same licence as the regular
samwin Agent, it can also use the same interface. If
it is necessary to integrate individual users without
Microsoft Teams access into the contact centre,
that is easy to do by using the Web Agent. The same
contact centre features are still available to the user.
That means the user remains flexible and can also use
samwin without VPN access when working at home
or for mobile working.

SAMWIN 10

M O R E F E AT U R E S &
I N N OVAT I O N S
Version samwin 10 brings numerous minor and major innovations to the table. All details and bug fixes can be found in the
current samwin release notes.

The following highlights, among others, should be mentioned in particular, which come into effect with samwin 10:
Cisco Webex Presence Integration
Integration and display of Google calendar entries
Agent Grafana bricks for displaying personal daily statistics
Support for current and future operating systems
Support of current and future versions/releases of the telephone systems/SBC

